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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing Stroke Machine. We hope you enjoy it as much as we 
do, have a lot of fun with it and make great music with it.

Stroke Machine is a professional Drum and Groove Synthesizer and Sequencer for 
the iPad.

Program your own rhythm and groove patterns and switch between them in a live 
performance. Mute or solo individual instruments, change parameters on the fly 
and record your performance as high-quality audio file for sharing or later editing 
on your computer.

The high-contrast user interface is perfectly suited for dim light situations on stage 
and assists in sound creation in the studio.

Stroke Machine's powerful synthesizer engine features high-quality Oscillator, Filter, 
Overdrive and Effect models, extremely fast Envelopes and LFO, sample-exact 
Pattern Sequencer and a sophisticated Sample, Sound and Pattern library.

The deep sound creation possibilities include two oscillators with typical analog 
waveforms and sample playback, frequency and ring modulation and a separate 
white and pink noise generator with integrated multimode filter. All tone generators 
are summed into a transient generator, followed by another multimode filter and a 
drive module with several types, a sample rate and bit depth reduction stage, and 
a two-band equalizer with shelf and bell curves.

Freely assignable modulations with an easy-to-understand user interface offer 
maximum flexibility easily surpassing even expensive hardware synthesizers.

Each sound is mixed into one of four effect busses, each featuring a sum 
overdrive, a compressor, a modulation effect like chorus, flanger, phaser or sum 
filter, and a space effect like delay or clocked delay, or natural, plate or non-
linear reverb.

Conventions
Pattern / Kit

A Pattern and a Kit are the same in Stroke Machine, so the terms are used 
interchangeably, depending on what we want to emphasize. Each Pattern comes 
with its own Kit, or each Kit has its own Pattern.

A Pattern / Kit is a collection of 24 Sounds, 4 Effect Busses, a Pattern with 24 
Tracks and several common parameters like Tempo, Swing, Measure.

Just remember: a Pattern is a Kit is a Pattern.

Sound
A Sound is a collection of several audio and modulation modules. Its settings are 
used to parameterize a Voice that can be played either by the internal Pattern 
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Sequencer, by tapping on a Part button or the piano keyboard or by playing them 
via MIDI.

Part
A Part is a slot that holds a Sound and plays it according to the notes in the 
associated Pattern Track. It can be muted or soloed.
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Quick Start
Pattern / Kit Selection

Stroke Machine offers an unlimited number of patterns where each pattern is 
stored with its own kit consisting of up to 24 sounds and 4 effect busses, plus all 
note and automation data.

Pattern Quick Access
Stroke Machine offers 128 patterns in quick access. This is especially handy when 
you perform live. This pattern quick access is just a button tap away:

‣ Tap Pattern. The bottom section changes to show 16 orange-colored pattern 
buttons. You can switch between 8 pattern banks with 16 patterns each with 
the left and right buttons located to the left of the pattern buttons but leave it 
on pattern bank 1 for now.

‣ Tap one of the pattern buttons labelled 1 to 16. The respective pattern is 
loaded and the view changes to reflect the new settings.

‣ Tap Play (▶).

‣ Switch to different patterns as you like. The selected pattern is scheduled for 
playback after the current pattern has finished playing.

‣ After you‘re done listening, tap Stop (■).

‣ Tap Pattern again to leave pattern quick access.

Stroke Machine allows you to assign any of the available patterns to these 128 
pattern quick access buttons. See section Pattern Quick Access for details.

Pattern Browse
Stroke Machine‘s memory isn‘t limited to the aforementioned 128 patterns but 
allows you to write as many patterns as you like. To load a pattern by name:

‣ Tap the Pattern name at the top of the screen. The view changes to the 
Pattern / Kit browser. For brevity, Stroke Machine just says Kit but this 
automatically implies Patterns as well. On the left you see information about 
the currently loaded Kit, on the right you see a browser with all Kits.

‣ Tap one of the Kits in the Kit browser. If Stroke Machine is currently playing, the 
new Kit is preloaded and switched to after the current pattern has finished 
playing. If it is stopped, the new Kit is loaded immediately.

Sound Selection
For quick results, you might want to load existing sounds rather than programming 
your own when you create a pattern. To load a sound:
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‣ Tap either Perc or Mel depending on if you want to load a sound into a drum 
or percussion part or into a melodic part. A sound can be loaded in either part 
category, on Perc parts the sounds have some small limitations by nature 
since they can‘t be played melodically.

‣ Tap one of the Part buttons.

‣ Tap Sound Browser (≡). The view changes to the Sound browser. On the left 
you see information about the currently selected sound in memory, on the right 
you see a browser with all Sounds.

‣ Tap one of the Sounds in the Sound browser. If Stroke Machine is currently 
playing, the new Sound is preloaded and switched to after the current pattern 
has finished playing. If it is stopped, the new Sound is loaded immediately.

Sound Editing and Pattern Creation
Selecting factory sounds might be quick and easy but the real fun starts when you 
program your own signature sounds. So, let‘s start and make some noise.

We start with an initialized kit. All of its sounds are set to initial values and no 
modulation assignments except velocity on volume and keytrack on pitch are 
applied:

‣ Tap the Pattern / Kit Name at the top of the screen.

‣ Tap Clear in the left Kit section.

Now we have a clean canvas and can start programming our first sound.

‣ Tap Perc at the top left of the screen.

‣ Tap the bottom-most Part in the Part Section on the left side of the screen.

The bottom-most Part is a good place for a kick drum. To make sure we hear 
something, we add some steps to its track.

‣ Tap the Steps 1, 7 and 9 at the bottom of the screen so that they light up 
bright red. You might tap on Steps 1 and 9 and move your finger up a bit to 
increase their velocity or give them a little accent.

‣ Tap Play (▶).

You should hear a typical kick drum pattern played by a very low and short sine 
wave. Already sounds a little bit like an ancient analog drum machine, doesn‘t it? 
Now, let‘s pronounce this character:

‣ Tap on the rounded rect handle in the Oscillator 1 graphic display and move it 
a quarter of the full width to the right so that the vertical line is roughly located 
at the maximum peak of the displayed sine wave.

This is the so-called Startphase parameter determining where the Oscillator starts 
playing the waveform upon note start. Setting it to the maximum peak of the sine 
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wave results in a strongly audible click noise. We can color this click later by either 
applying a Filter to the sound or by increasing the Attack Time of Envelope 2, but 
now we apply a little pitch modulation to Oscillator 1 by Envelope 2. But first, have 
a look at the parameters of Oscillator 1. There are three text displays, one showing 
the Oscillator frequency in Hertz, the second showing a MIDI note, and the third 
showing the detune from this MIDI note in cents with a precision of a tenth of a 
cent. These displays are about to change now:

‣ Tap Assign in the Envelope 2 section.

The screen changes slightly and now shows a lot of bipolar controls rather than the 
mixed combination of unipolar and bipolar controls. Also, some parameters, those 
of the switch or selection type, are disabled meaning they aren‘t accessible for a 
modulation assignment.

‣ Tap on the wide text display where the Oscillator frequency was displayed in 
the Oscillator 1 section and move your finger to the right until the display 
shows a value around 13.00.

‣ Tap Assign in the Envelope 2 section again to leave the assignment view.

You just performed your first modulation assignment. That was easy, wasn‘t it? 
And how does it sound? Our kick drum should now have some nice decaying 
pitch change. Actually, the sound as it is right now could already be good enough 
for some kinds of music. But we add some noise burst now:

‣ Tap Decay in the Envelope 1 section and move your finger to the left or tap on 
the second circular handle from the left in the graphic display and move your 
finger to the left until the decay stage is around 20 ms long.

‣ Tap Assign in the Envelope 1 section. You already know that the screen 
changes to the assignment view.

‣ Tap Level in the Noise section and move your finger to the right until its little 
indicator is at its rightmost position (not quite maximum position, this would be 
a little too loud). Experiment a little until you find the amount of noise you like.

‣ Tap Assign in the Envelope 1 section again to leave the assignment view.

‣ Tap Density in the Noise section and reduce it to around 80% until you reach 
a nicely colored noise burst sound.

Up to now we haven‘t used any filter to color our sound but it already has some 
nice character to it. We could do so but we leave that to the snare drum which 
comes next.

‣ Tap the third Part button from the bottom.

You could also use the second Part but in a typical drum set, this is occupied by a 
rimshot or side stick sound. When played via MIDI, the third Part plays on note D1. 
Now, we add the typical snare drum beat:

‣ Tap Steps 5 and 13.
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A typical drum beat. Now lets form a snare drum out of the sine wave. We start 
with noise:

‣ Turn up Level in the Noise section fully.

‣ Shorten Envelope 2 Decay to around 300 ms.

‣ Increase Oscillator 1 Frequency to note E2.

Aah, somehow a bit like a snare, albeit a very boring one. On a real snare, the 
snare sound (caused by the metal springs attached to the bottom skin of the 
snare) is a little longer than the tone of the skins. And, the tone should also get a 
little pitch bending, similar to the one we already performed on the kick drum. Let‘s 
do both:

‣ Lower Oscillator 1 Level to around a quarter.

‣ Tap Assign in the Envelope 2 section.

‣ Increase Oscillator 1 Level Depth to almost maximum. Experiment until you 
find a good and punchy sound.

‣ Increase Oscillator 1 Pitch Depth to something around 2.00.

‣ Tap Assign in the Envelope 2 section again.

The snare drum sounds a lot more vivid now, doesn‘t it? For some finishing touch, 
we work on the noise character:

‣ Reduce Noise Density a little to around 90%. This gives the noise a bit more 
grit.

‣ Select White HP 6 as Noise Type. This reduces the low frequencies of the 
snare rattling.

‣ Reduce Noise Cutoff to around two third. This brings back some of the lower 
frequencies but still leaves the noise in the upper frequency range.

‣ Select LP 12 as Filter Type.

‣ Reduce Filter Cutoff to around 85%. This removes some of the very high 
frequencies and leaves a nice and punchy mid-range noise character.

‣ Increase Filter Resonance to around 5% to emphasize this character further.

Beat Box done. Now let‘s put some effect to the sounds. We stay with the snare:

‣ Select FX Bus 2 in the Amp section.

‣ Turn up FX Mix fully.

The sound didn‘t change. But it does so now.

‣ Tap FX at the top of the screen.
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‣ Locate the Space effect for FX Bus 2.

‣ Set the Space effect Type to Non-linear.

‣ Activate the Space effect.

That‘s a lot of gate reverb now. We need less:

‣ Reduce Mix to around 25%.

‣ Reduce Time to around 250 ms.

‣ Reduce Slope to a little below center.

‣ Increase Density to maximum.

‣ Decrease High Cut to around 75%.

‣ Decrease High Cut 2 to roughly the same value.

Experiment with these parameters until you find a good gate reverb. You can also 
shape the sound with the compressor in the Dyn section of FX Bus 2 but now we 
use it on the kick drum, routed to FX Bus 1:

‣ Tap the bottom-most Part button to select the kick drum.

‣ Tap Sound at the top of the screen.

‣ Turn up FX Mix in the Amp section fully.

The kick drum sound is already set to FX Bus 1, which we use now.

‣ Tap FX at the top of the screen.

‣ Locate the Dyn effects for FX Bus 1.

‣ Turn up Ratio fully.

‣ Reduce Threshold to around two third. The kick drum peak sounds 
compressed now.

‣ Eventually, play with Attack and Release to find a setting you are happy with.

‣ Also, you might turn up Make-up slightly to increase the output gain of the 
compressor effect.

Isn‘t this nice? Granted, it probably took you a couple of minutes to come here 
since you had to read this tutorial and try to set the parameters accordingly. But 
when you just edit away, it‘s much faster and very rewarding. You could now add 
some hihat sounds by using samples or try to fiddle around with FM. Actually, we 
barely scratched the surface of the possibilities Stroke Machine has to offer. We 
even haven‘t started to add a melody sound. So, explore Stroke Machine and have 
a lot of fun.
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Operation
Screen Sections

Stroke Machine‘s screen is divided into four sections.

Navigation

Part 

Transport

Main

Navigation Section
Switch between the various screen pages and access important functions for 
saving kits and exporting audio files.

Part Section
Switch, mute or solo parts.

Transport Section
Control record or playback of the Pattern and edit the steps or record notes of the 
current part.

Main Section
Main editing screen part showing one of the various screen pages.

Controls
Stroke Machine features a number of different control types for editing its 
parameters.
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Rotary Control

A unipolar and a bipolar rotary control

‣ Tap a rotary control and move the finger either in a circular motion around the 
control, if Control Mode on the Info page is set to Circular, or either up and 
down or left and right, if Control Mode is set to Linear.

Value Display

Value Display

‣ Tap a display button and move the finger up or right to increase its value or 
down or left to decrease it.

✎ When changing a Value Display, your finger might cover the display while 
adjusting the value. There is a trick with which you can circumvent this: the 
value is changed in both horizontal and vertical direction, so if you move 
your finger to the left and up (or right and down) in a 45° angle, your finger is 
out of the way without changing the value too far.

Slider

Horizontal Slider

‣ Tap a slider handle and move the finger left and right or up and down 
according to the slider direction.
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Graphic Display

Graphic Display

‣ Tap a handle in a graphic display and move the finger up and down or left and 
right, depending on the parameter. Try the possible direction for yourself or 
consult the respective manual section.

Switch

      

Power Switch and Equalizer Type Switch

‣ Tap a switch to toggle between its two possible states.

Radio Button

Sound, Sound Browser and Effect Bus Radio Button

‣ Tap one button of a group to select this option.
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Selection Button

Oscillator 1 Type Selection Button

‣ Tap a selection button to open a list view with the available options. Choose an 
option or tap outside the view to dismiss it.

Oscillator 1 Type Selection List View
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Browser

Sound Browser

Kits, Sounds and Samples are selected in a Browser. Furthermore, you can view 
recordings you have created in another Browser. All Browsers show the name and 
last modification date of an entry. The Kits and Sounds Browsers show additional 
information like style, author, rating and, for the Kits Browser, the tempo.

Select an Entry
An entry is displayed as a row with its name in the Browser, possibly with 
additional information like style, author, last modification date and rating.

‣ Tap an entry to load it.

Navigate into a Folder
A folder is displayed with its name and a right-facing open triangle on the right of 
the list. When writing a Kit or Sound, the last selected folder of your personal 
library „My Kits“ or „My Sounds“ is used as the destination. If you had selected a 
folder of the „Preset Kits“ or „Preset Sounds“ library, the entry is written into „My 
Kits“ or „My Sounds“ nevertheless. The preset libraries cannot be changed.
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‣ Tap the folder to view its contents. The folder name is displayed in the center of 
the list header.

Navigate one Level up
If you navigated into a folder, the list header shows the parent Folder on its left side 
with a left-facing open triangle.

‣ Tap the parent Folder name to navigate one level up.

Create a new Folder
If you navigate into „My Kits“ or „My Sounds“, you can create folders and sub 
folders. You cannot create folders in „Preset Kits“ or „Preset Sounds“.

‣ Tap Plus (+) on the right side of the list header. A new folder is created and the 
alphanumeric keyboard appears.

‣ Type a name for the folder.

‣ Tap Return to close the keyboard and rename the folder. If a folder with this 
name already exists, Stroke Machine automatically appends a unique number 
behind the name.

Delete an Entry or Folder
Sometimes you want to delete an Entry or a folder in your personal library „My 
Kits“, „My Sounds“ or „My Recordings“ that you don‘t need anymore.

‣ Tap Minus (–) on the right side of the entry or folder. The minus symbol rotates 
by 90° to a „vertical Minus“ ( | ).

‣ Tap the vertical Minus to ultimately delete the entry or folder.

✎ Be careful when you delete a folder. All entries and sub folders with entries 
in it are deleted as well. They are gone. Forever.

Step Button

Step Buttons 1 to 4

‣ Tap a step button to toggle it between on and off. Tap and move the finger up 
or down to change the step velocity. Tap and move the finger to the right or left 
to activate or deactivate adjacent steps at once.
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Note Editor

Note Editor

‣ Tap into empty space of the note editor and move the finger in any direction to 
view a certain part of the grid.

‣ Pinch to zoom the view in or out.

See the section Note Editor for instructions how to insert or change notes and 
other editing possibilities.

Reset a Parameter or Assignment
‣ Double-tap a control or handle to reset it to its default value. This also removes 

any associated modulation sequence.

‣ Double-tap a depth control or handle in the Assign view to delete the 
assignment. This also removes any associated modulation sequence.
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Navigation Section
Besides the ability to switch through the different pages of Stroke Machine, the 
Navigation Section offers several important functions.

Sound
Switches to the Sound page. The Sound page shows all parameters of the sound 
of the currently selected part.

Sound Browser (☰)
Switches to the Sound Info and Browser page. The Sound Browser page shows 
information about the sound of the currently selected part and a browser with all 
stored sounds.

FX
Switches to the FX page. The FX page shows the parameters of the four Effect 
Busses.

Step
Switches to the Step or Note Editor page. The Step page shows the current 
percussion pattern if one of the Percussion parts is selected or a Note Editor for 
the selected Melody part.

Kit Browser ([Kit Name] ☰)
Switches to the Kit Info and Browser page. The Kit Browser page shows 
information about the current kit and a browser with all stored kits.

Global
Switches to the Global page. The Global page shows global parameters that affect 
the whole app behavior like your name or Master Tune.

Previous Kit (◀) / Next Kit (▶)
Recalls the previous or next kit of the current kit folder. Note that any edits of the 
current kit are lost if you didn‘t write them beforehand.

Write
Writes the current kit into the last selected kit folder with the Name you have given 
it. If the kit doesn‘t have a name, Stroke Machine gives it a nice name by itself. If 
the selected folder already contains a kit by this name, Stroke Machine asks you if 
you want to replace the kit on disk, write the kit under the same name but with a 
unique number appended to it or if you want to cancel the write operation.

Bounce Pattern (⊙)
Renders the audio signal of one loop of the current pattern and saves it in the 
folder Recordings. Use iTunes File Sharing to download this folder to your 
computer for further processing or sharing.

Bounce Performance (✇)
Renders the audio signal of your whole performance into the folder Recordings. 
When you tap it, recording is armed. As soon as you start playback, recording 
starts. When you are done with your performance, tap Bounce Performance (✇) 
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again to stop recording. Make sure to wait a couple of seconds after the end of 
your performance to properly record all decaying signals and effects. Use iTunes 
File Sharing to download this folder to your computer for further processing or 
sharing.
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Part Section
The Part section allows selecting, muting or soloing parts. It shows the names and 
current status of 12 percussion or melody parts at once.

Percussion Parts (Perc)
Percussion Parts are usually used to play percussion or drum sounds. When a 
Percussion Part is selected, the Transport Section shows a Step Editor where you 
can switch individual steps on or off or change their velocity. The length of such a 
step can‘t be changed, it is fixed to 3/4 of the current resolution.

Melody Parts (Mel)
Melody Parts are used to play melodic sounds, be it single melodies or chords. 
When a Melody Part is selected, the Transport Section shows a keyboard where 
you can play the sound melodically.

Select and Audition a Part
‣ Tap either Perc or Mel.

‣ Tap one of the Part buttons.

Mute one or more Parts
You can mute as many parts as you like. When you save the kit, the mute status of 
all parts is saved as well. Muting a part causes it to not be played by the internal 
pattern. You can still play it manually.

‣ Tap either Perc or Mel.

‣ Tap Mute.

‣ Tap one of the Part buttons.

‣ Tap Mute again if you want to leave this mode. The mute status of the parts 
stays.

Solo one or more Parts
You can solo as many parts as you like. When you save the kit, the solo status of 
all parts is saved as well. Soloing a part has precedence over muting. That means 
you can activate Solo for a muted part to listen to it.

‣ Tap either Perc or Mel.

‣ Tap Solo.

‣ Tap one of the Part buttons.

‣ Tap Solo again if you want to leave this mode. The solo status of the parts 
stays.
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Transport Section
Record (●)
Stroke Machine can record MIDI data, notes played on the internal keyboard and 
Modulation Sequences. While recording, Stroke Machine generates a metronome 
with a high frequency click on each bar and a low frequency click on each beat. 
When Stroke Machine is stopped, recording starts with a pre-count of one bar.

Stop (■)
Stops recording or playback. When Stroke Machine is already stopped, another 
tap on Stop resets the internal clock so that the pattern starts at its first beat when 
Play is tapped. The same can be achieved by double-tapping Stop when Stroke 
Machine is playing.

Play (▶)
Plays the current pattern in a loop. When Stroke Machine is already playing, a tap 
on Play resets the internal clock so that the pattern jumps to the first beat 
immediately.

Tempo! 30.0 bpm ... 300.0 bpm
Controls the playback tempo in beats per minute.

Swing! 50 % ... 100 %
Controls the strength of swing or shuffle on 16th- or 12th-offbeat steps. For a 
normal 4/4 pattern, a setting of 50 % results in a straight beat with all 16th-offbeat 
steps exactly in the middle between the adjacent 8th. Higher settings of Swing 
cause the offbeat steps to be played later. A setting of 75 % effectively moves the 
16th-offbeat steps to a dotted 16th, a setting of 100 % causes the offbeat steps to 
be played in time with the following 8th. On a 4/3 pattern (which is equivalent with 
a 6/8 measure), both 12th-offbeat steps are moved in relation.

Bar Count! 1 ... 8
Controls the number of bars the pattern plays. For a pure rhythm pattern, often 1 
bar is enough, for patterns with melodies or chords, a longer pattern should be 
considered. It‘s a good idea to set Bar Count to the right length before you start 
working on your pattern, otherwise you have to manually copy or add notes when 
you lengthen the pattern later.

Beats per Bar! 1 ... 4
Controls the number of beats per bar. This parameter is located in the left half of 
the bar measure control. Set it to 4 for typical 8- or 16-beat patterns, set it to 3 for 
a waltz pattern.

Steps per Beat! 1 ... 4
Controls the number of steps per beat. This parameter is located in the right half of 
the bar measure control. Setting both Beats per Bar and Steps per Beat to 4 
results in a 16th resolution, setting Steps per Beat to 2 results in an 8th resolution 
and so on.
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Master Volume
Controls the iPad master volume.

Pattern
Switches to Pattern Quick Access mode.
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Pattern Quick Access
Stroke Machine offers 128 patterns in quick access. This is especially handy when 
you perform live.

✎ Save your work before you use this feature. Pattern Quick Access 
overwrites the currently loaded pattern and kit.

Recall a Pattern
‣ Tap Pattern. The bottom section changes to show 16 orange-colored pattern 

buttons.

‣ Switch between 8 pattern banks with 16 patterns each with the Left (◀) and 
Right (▶) buttons located to the left of the pattern buttons.

‣ Tap one of the pattern buttons labelled 1 to 16. The respective pattern is 
loaded and the view changes to reflect the new settings.

‣ Tap Play (▶).

‣ Switch to different patterns as you like. The selected pattern is scheduled for 
playback after the current pattern has finished playing.

‣ After you‘re done listening, tap Stop (■).

‣ Tap Pattern again to leave pattern quick access.

Assign a Pattern
You can assign any pattern of your pattern library to any of the 128 quick access 
patterns:

‣ Tap Pattern. The bottom section changes to show 16 orange-colored pattern 
buttons. You can switch between 8 pattern banks with 16 patterns each with 
the left and right buttons located to the left of the pattern buttons.

‣ Tap one of the pattern buttons labelled 1 to 16. The respective pattern is 
loaded and the view changes to reflect the new settings. Assigning a different 
pattern happens in the next step.

‣ Switch to the Kit Browser.

‣ Select a Kit (which also is a Pattern) from one of the libraries. The Kit is 
assigned to the pattern button.
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Step Page
Although the Step Page isn‘t the first in the row of page buttons in the Navigation 
Section, we start with it so that you know how to create a pattern with percussion 
and melody sounds.

Step Editor
The Step Editor exists in two forms. The first form is located in the Transport 
Section and shows the steps of the currently selected Percussion sound. The 
second form is on the Step Page and shows the steps of all Percussion sounds at 
once.

Create a Step
‣ Tap on an empty step to create a new step. Move your finger to the left or right 

to insert adjacent steps.

Remove a Step
‣ Tap on a step to remove it.

Change the Velocity of a Step
‣ Tap on a step and move the finger up or down to increase or decrease its 

velocity.

Change the Currently Displayed Bar
‣ Tap on Left (◀) or Right (▶) in the lower left corner of the screen to change 

the currently displayed bar when the pattern is longer than one bar. 

Note Editor
Insert a Note

Double-tap into empty space to create a new note. You can change the length of 
the note by moving the finger left or right.

Remove a Note
Double-tap on a note to remove it.

Change the Pitch of a Note
Tap into the left half of a note and move the finger up or down to change the note 
pitch.

Move a Note
Tap into the left half of a note and move the finger left or right to move the note to 
an earlier or later position.

Change the Velocity of a Note
Tap into the right half of a note and move the finger up or down to increase or 
decrease its velocity.
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Change the Length of a Note
Tap into the right half of a note and move the finger left or right to shorten or 
lengthen a note. On very short notes, this is the default behaviour when moving the 
finger left or right rather than changing its position. You might then lengthen the 
note a bit, move it to the desired position and shorten it again.

Scroll the Note Grid
‣ Tap into empty space and move your finger in any direction to scroll the Note 

Grid.

Zoom the Note Grid
‣ Pinch the Note Grid in or out to zoom it accordingly.

Commands in both Editors
Copy
Copies the steps or notes of the current part to the clipboard.

Paste
Replaces the steps or notes of the current part with the contents of the clipboard.

Clear
Clears all steps or notes of the current part.

Repeat Beat
Repeats the first beat of the current part to all following beats. Notes on these 
following beats are cleared before the first beat is copied onto them. This is a 
handy function for creating kick or hihat tracks. Activate the first step on a kick 
part, tap Repeat Beat and voila, a four-on-the-floor kick pattern. Activate the first 
and the third step on a hihat part, adjust their velocity, tap Repeat Beat and you 
get an 8th beat.

Repeat Bar
Repeats the first bar of the current part to all following bars.

Repeat Beat in Kit
Repeats the first beat of all parts to all following beats. Be careful as it overwrites 
everything in your current pattern except for the first beat.

Repeat Bar in Kit
Repeats the first bar of all parts to all following bars. When you start working on a 
rhythm pattern, you might want to work with only 1 bar. Later, you might want to 
extend this pattern to 2, 4 or 8 bars to get some bass, chords or melodies in it. 
Use Repeat Bar in Kit to copy the first bar to the remaining bars then.
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Sound Page

Sound Page

The Sound Page is probably the one you spend most of your time in. It allows you 
to create new Sounds and modify existing ones.

Tap this button to switch to the Sound Page:

Sound Page button
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Oscillator 1 and 2

Oscillator 1 and 2

An Oscillator is the most important module in any synthesizer. It is used to 
generate a waveform to produce any sound at all. This waveform, be it either 
repeating after each cycle (oscillating) or playing a more or less continuous stream 
of recorded data (sample playback) is played with a certain pitch or speed and 
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sent to other synthesizer modules like a mixer, filter and/or amplifier performing 
further processing on this signal.

Stroke Machine features two Oscillators with typical analog waveforms and the 
ability to play back samples. Both Oscillators have the same parameter set with 
the only exception that Oscillator 1 can be frequency-modulated by Oscillator 2. 
Each waveform offers a special set of parameters, but a basic set of parameters is 
common to all waveforms:

Type! Sine, Triangle, Pulse, Saw, Sample
Selects the waveform the Oscillator plays. Except for the type Sample, the 
waveforms are periodic, i.e. oscillating.

Pitch! C–10 (0.0319 Hz) ... C10 + 50 Cent (32535 Hz)
Controls the basic pitch or frequency of the waveform playback. When Sample is 
selected for Type, the resulting pitch might differ from this setting. See section 
Sample for further details.

Granted, a frequency range of 0.0319 Hz to 32535 Hz is far greater than the 
human ear is able to hear, but we chose this value range to offer certain 
modulation capabilities with FM or Ring Modulation that can generate interesting 
sounds.

Level! –∞ dB ... 0 dB
Controls the output level of the Oscillator.

Noise FM! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the depth of frequency modulation of the Oscillator by a white noise 
generator. Basically, this makes the waveform more noisy. See section Frequency 
Modulation for further details.

Osc 2 FM (only Oscillator 1)
Controls the depth of frequency modulation of Oscillator 1 by Oscillator 2. This 
adds harmonic or inharmonic frequencies to the waveform of Oscillator 1. See 
section Frequency Modulation for further details.

Ring Modulation (located in Oscillator 2)
Controls the depth of ring modulation between Oscillator 1 and Oscillator 2. 
Although it is located in the Oscillator 2 section, both Oscillators generate this 
modulation with equal parts. See section Ring Modulation for further details.

Startphase! Random, 0° ... 360° (except Type Sample)
Controls the phase with which the Oscillator begins its cycle when a note is played. 
This parameter is shown in the waveform display as a vertical line with a rounded 
rectangular handle at its bottom end. A dotted line means that the start phase is 
random while a solid line shows the location in the waveform where the oscillator 
phase starts.

Oscillators in classic analog synthesizers ran freely, which means they weren‘t 
stopped after a note had ended but oscillated inaudibly until a new note using a 
particular oscillator was played. Wether they were audible or not was controlled by 
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the amplifier section, which typically attenuated the oscillator signal to silence when 
a key was released.

Contrarily, oscillators in analog drum computers weren‘t real oscillators, instead 
they were often created by feeding a short impulse signal into a simple form of self-
oscillating filter circuitry. This resulted in more or less the same start phase upon 
each trigger to make each beat of the drum instrument sound almost identically. 
Stroke Machine offers both behaviors, and with fine-grained control.

Typically, you set Startphase to Random if you want to simulate a typical analog 
synthesizer or if you want to have some life in the sound. When you set up both 
oscillators to play the same waveform and roughly the same pitch, you should also 
set Startphase to Random to prevent flanging upon note start, an effect that 
plagues most sample-based synthesizers even today.

You should set Startphase to the maximum magnitude of the waveform if you want 
a sharp click on note start. This is an easy and fast way to get nice and punchy 
bass drum or percussion sounds. You can reduce the click volume by moving 
Startphase away from this maximum magnitude until you are happy with the result.

If you don‘t want a click upon note start, set Startphase to a point where the 
waveform crosses the center. On the Sine and Triangle waveform, you can simply 
move Startphase all the way to the right resulting in a start phase of 360° which 
equals to 0°.

Since its value is only evaluated on note start, further modulations to this 
parameter while a voice is playing don‘t have any effect.

Sine Oscillator Type
Stroke Machine‘s Sine Oscillator Type is actually more than that: it is able to play a 
sine wave but it can generate a good approximation of all other typically analog 
waveforms as well and any waveform in-between. But let‘s start with the sine 
wave: it is the most basic waveform consisting of only the fundamental, i.e. basic 
pitch, with no additional overtones. This results in the most pure sound. In analog 
circuitry, it is quite difficult to generate a perfect sine wave; to save cost it was 
often created with a simple, self-oscillating filter circuitry, but this wasn‘t perfect 
and introduced some form of distortion resulting in additional overtones. To 
simulate this behavior, Stroke Machine offers a number of parameters that can 
change the waveform from sine to triangle, sawtooth or square or a waveform in-
between by either modifying the phase of the oscillator or clip its signal output.

Asymmetry! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the asymmetry of the waveform. The parameter is controlled by the round 
handle in the waveform display. Move it to full right to get a perfectly symmetric 
waveform (0 %). Move it to the left to continuously introduce an asymmetry to the 
waveform. When you set it to full left, the waveform sounds very similar to a 
sawtooth waveform (if you didn‘t turn up Saturation). Some sounds of analog drum 
machines often generated a slightly asymmetric waveform upon note start which 
got more and more symmetric during the voice‘s decay. You can simulate this 
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behavior by modulating this parameter by Envelope 2 and setting the parameter 
slightly left to its center position.

Slope! –100 % ... +100 %
Controls a symmetric phase modification of the sine wave. The parameter is 
controlled by the diamond-shaped handle in the waveform display. Move the 
parameter upwards to let the waveform look and sound more like a rounded 
square wave or downwards to let it look like a triangle wave. Slightly triangular sine 
waves can also often be seen and heard on sounds from analog drum machines.

Saturation! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls how much the waveform is driven into clipping. The parameter is 
controlled by the square handle in the waveform display. The clipping cuts the top 
and bottom of the waveform introducing sharp edges producing lots of overtones. 
Move the handle down to increase the clipping or up to the center to decrease it. 
When moved fully down, the waveform sounds very similar to a square wave (if you 
set Asymmetry to 0 %), but typically analog drum computers only introduced a 
slight amount of clipping if not for special types of sounds.

Triangle Oscillator Type
Plays back a typical triangle waveform. It contains only odd harmonics and can be 
used for drum or percussion sounds, or to create hollow pad sounds.

The Triangle waveform doesn‘t have any specific parameters.

Pulse Oscillator Type
Plays back a square or pulse waveform depending on the setting of Pulse Width. 
Its duty cycle can be set between 0 % and 50 %, but it can be modulated 
between 0 % and 100 %.

Pulse Width! 0 % ... 50 % (modulation range 0 % ... 100 %)
Sets the Pulse Width of the Pulse waveform. A value of 50 % results in a pure 
square wave only containing odd harmonics. The more you reduce the value, the 
more even harmonics are added to the signal, caused by the asymmetric duty 
cicle. A value around 1 % results in a very sharp sounding signal resembling a 
sawtooth wave with emphasized high frequencies. A value of 0% results in no 
audible signal.

Sawtooth Oscillator Type
Plays back a typical sawtooth waveform. It contains all harmonics in falling 
magnitude and can be used for all kinds of synthesizer sounds.

The Sawtooth waveform doesn‘t have any specific parameters.

Sample Oscillator Type
The Sample Oscillator Type plays back a sample stored either in Stroke Machine‘s 
Preset Sample content or a sample that you sent to Stroke Machine using iTunes 
File Sharing.

Samples can have any pitch or no pitch at all on some percussion presets. To 
listen to the „neutral“ pitch setting, set the respective Oscillator Pitch to C3. 
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Samples on percussion sounds are then played with their neutral pitch. On melodic 
sounds, the neutral sample pitch is on C3 (MIDI note #60). Some sample files 
might have a so-called „Root Key“ or „MIDI Unity Note“, determining, with which 
pitch the original sample was recorded. A piano note E4 therefore has a root key of 
E4. If this information is found, Stroke Machine uses it to transpose the sample 
accordingly.

Sample Select
Selects the sample to be played. Presents a Sample Browser with several folders 
and possibly sub-folders. The top folder Preset Samples contains the samples 
that come with Stroke Machine, the top folder My Samples contains your samples. 
You can delete individual samples in the My Samples folder if you need to regain 
memory.

Startsample 	 0 % ... 100 % (Type Sample)
When the Oscillator is set to play a sample, a horizontal slider is shown where you 
can set the sample start between 0 % and 100 %. This value can be modulated, 
e.g. by Velocity or Rnd 1 ... 4, which can bring a little life into sometimes static 
sounding samples.

Since its value is only evaluated on note start, further modulations to this 
parameter while a voice is playing don‘t have any effect.

Please note that the slider range covers the whole sample. A lot of samples 
somehow fade out to the end, especially drum or percussion samples, so a high 
value of Startsample might only produce a very low output signal or no signal at 
all. Decrease Startsample if this happens.

Frequency Modulation
Frequency Modulation is a technique invented by John Chowning in the late 
1960‘s. It is basically a very fast change in frequency of one signal (typically called 
Carrier) performed by the amplitude of a second signal (called Modulator). Typical 
FM synthesizers work with two sine oscillators. Changing the amplitude of the 
Modulator changes the harmonic content of the Carrier. Changing the frequency 
ratio of the Modulator changes the structure of the harmonic content, i.e. all 
harmonics, all odd harmonics or any other structure including harmonics that 
sound „out of tune“, since they might not relate directly to the pitch of the Carrier, 
which is typically used on bell sounds. Stroke Machine goes a little further. It not 
only offers periodic Frequency Modulation by Oscillator 2, it also offers white noise 
as a Frequency Modulation source. It also allows to use samples both as the 
Modulator or the Carrier.

Oscillator 2 FM! 0 % ... 100 % (only in Oscillator 1)
Controls the frequency-modulation depth of Oscillator 2 applied to the frequency 
of Oscillator 1.

Noise FM! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the frequency-modulation depth of a signal produced by a white noise 
generator applied to the frequency of the respective Oscillator. When you create 
drum or percussion sounds, adding a little bit of Noise FM to an otherwise 
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statically sounding waveform is very helpful. Also, modulating this parameter by a 
short envelope produces interesting and useful results.

Ring Modulation
Ring Modulation is similar in sound to Frequency Modulation, albeit with less 
complex harmonic content. A Ring Modulator combines two input signals in a way 
that it outputs all sum and all difference frequencies of all input frequencies. That 
means, if you have a sine wave oscillator with a frequency of 200 Hz and another 
one with a 300 Hz frequency, the ring modulator produces a signal consisting of a 
100 Hz sine wave (300 Hz – 200 Hz = 100 Hz) and a 500 Hz sine wave (300 Hz + 
200 Hz = 500 Hz). You can easily imagine that more complex waveforms produce 
far more complex output signals. Note that you shouldn‘t set the pitches of the two 
oscillators to similar or identical frequencies, since this might result in signals 
somewhere in the subsonic range or even 0 Hz (DC), although you can get 
interesting pumping effects with it.

Ring Mod! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the output level of the ring modulator.

Noise

Noise Generator

The Noise Generator offers white and pink noise which is sent to its own 
multimode filter offering low- and highpass modes with 6 and 12 dB and bandpass 
and bandstop with 12 dB slope. An additional Density parameter controls the rate 
with which the noise is generated, its behavior is identical to the sample rate 
reduction in the Redux section.
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Type ! White LP 6 ... Pink BS 12
Selects the noise type between White and Pink and one of the filter types. See 
section Filter for information about the various filter types.

Level! -∞ dB ... 0 dB
Controls the output level of the Noise Generator.

Cutoff! 4.5885 Hz (D#-3) to 29834Hz (A#9)
Controls the filter cutoff or center frequency of the selected filter type.

Resonance! 0 % ... 110 %
Controls the resonance of the filter if set to any of the 12 dB filter types. On 6 dB 
filter types, this control does nothing.

Density! 0.5 Hz ... 44100 Hz
Controls the noise density or sample rate. Lower values result in a low-frequency 
noise, higher values result in noise with higher frequencies present. When set to 
maximum, the noise is generated with maximum sample rate.

Transient

Transient Generator

The Transient Generator is a unique module specially designed for the creation of 
drum or percussion sounds. Natural drum and percussion sounds as well as those 
generated by electronic drum machines often have a more complex initial attack 
phase than just a simple envelope with an attack and decay stage. This short 
attack phase and its resulting sound is commonly called transient. Electronically 
generated hand clap sounds, for example, might have a couple of quickly decaying 
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sharp ramps before they proceed into a steady decay phase. Other sounds might 
need a short click to make the attack phase more pronounced, or they would 
benefit from some short random noise.

To make creation of these transients as easy as possible, we developed the 
Transient Generator. It offers a variety of different modules generating strictly 
periodic or random downward ramps, impulse bursts or even an additional sine 
wave. Some of these modules change the output volume of the input signal 
coming from the oscillators and the noise generator, while others add their own 
signal on top of the input signal. The output signal of the Transient Generator is fed 
into the Filter for further sound shaping. They all have a common parameter set:

Speed! C–3 (3.8585 Hz) to G6 (6271.9 Hz)
Controls the speed or frequency of the transient. You can apply 100% keytrack to 
this parameter to play the transient melodically, provided you have set Speed to 
somewhere in the sonic range and Cycles to a value large enough to make the 
oscillation audible. Please note that higher Speed settings might result in aliasing, 
the Transient Generator modules don‘t have any interpolation algorithm by 
intention.

Cycles! 1 ... 100, ∞
Sets the number of cycles from 1 to 100 or, when set to maximum, to infinity.

Mix! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the depth or level of the transient effect. Some modules apply their 
generated envelope to the input signal volume, others add their output signal to 
the input signal. See the individual generators below for more information.

Transient Type! Crack ... Thump
Selects the Transient Generator Type. See the following sections for detailed 
information about each type.

Crack
The Crack Generator generates a repeating downward ramp with adjustable speed 
and number of ramp cycles and applies it to the input signal with adjustable depth. 
After the number of ramp cycles has been reached, the input signal passes the 
generator without further processing.
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Cycles
Speed

Signal
Level

TimeNote On

Crack with 3 Ramps

Use this Transient Generator for synthetic hand clap sounds with a Speed setting 
of one third to one half, 3 or 4 Cycles and two third to full Mix.

Rattle
The Rattle Generator is similar to the Crack Generator in that it creates a certain 
number of downward ramps with adjustable speed and depth. However, instead of 
resetting the ramp level to full upon a new cycle, it sets it to a random value 
between half and full level. This results in a noisier sound character usable for more 
acoustic hand claps, tambourine or other sounds that should „rattle“, as the name 
implies. After the number of ramp cycles has been reached, the input signal 
passes the generator without further processing.

Cycles

Speed

Signal
Level

TimeNote On

Rattle with 3 random Ramps

Use this Transient Generator for ratchet or guiro sounds with a Speed setting of 
one half, infinite Cycles and full Mix.

Spike
The Spike Generator generates bursts of very short impulses and adds them to the 
input signal with an adjustable repeat rate and number of impulses.
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Cycles
Speed

Spike
Signal
Level

TimeNote On

3 Spikes

Use this Transient Generator when you need one pronounced spike at the start of 
a sound or with a certain number of repetitions to create a buzzing sound. You can 
even use it as another albeit sharp-sounding oscillator. 

Click
The Click Generator creates a sine wave starting at its positive maximum and adds 
it to the input signal. Initially, it looks like a cosine wave since it starts at the positive 
maximum level, resulting in a sharp click. However, its end is at a zero crossing, i.e. 
when the sine wave finished its cycle. Furthermore, the last cycle of the sine wave 
is faded out by an envelope with the length of one phase. So, if you set Cycles to 
3, it generates 2 sine waves with full level (and starting at maximum level) and one 
sine wave decaying to silence.

Cycles
Speed

Click
Signal
Level

TimeNote On

Click Generator output with three sine waves starting at maximum level, the third 
sine wave decays to zero

Use this Transient Generator for adding additional punch to a drum sound with low 
speed settings and Cycles set to 1. When set to infinity, it acts as another sine 
oscillator with a sharp attack.

Thump
The Thump Generator is almost identical to the Click Generator only differing in the 
start phase. It starts the sine wave at zero level resulting in a thump rather a click 
when used with lower speeds.
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Cycles
Speed

Thump
Signal
Level

TimeNote On

Thump Generator output with three sine waves starting at zero level, the third sine 
wave decays to zero

Use this Transient Generator for adding a short sine wave at the beginning of a 
sound or set Cycles to infinity for another sine oscillator.

Filter

Filter

A filter is used in synthesizers to attenuate or emphasize certain frequency ranges 
of a source signal. Most filter types consist of a pass and a stop band, some have 
two pass or two stop bands. The pass band is the frequency range where the 
input signal can pass (almost) unaffected, the stop band is the frequency range 
that is attenuated, sometimes fully. Stroke Machine offers various Filter Types 
abbreviated LP, BP, HP or BS, followed by a number denoting the slope in decibel 
per octave.
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Low Pass (LP)

Cutoff

Resonance

Level

Frequency

Low Pass Frequency Response

A low pass filter lets low frequencies pass and attenuates high frequencies. It is the 
most common filter type found in all synthesizers with subtractive synthesis.

Band Pass (BP)

Cutoff

Resonance

Level

Frequency

Band Pass Frequency Response

A band pass filter lets frequencies around its center frequency pass and attenuates 
frequencies further away from it.
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High Pass (HP)

Cutoff

Resonance

Level

Frequency

High Pass Frequency Response

A high pass filter lets high frequencies pass and attenuates low frequencies.

Band Stop (BS)

Cutoff

Resonance
Level

Frequency

Band Stop Frequency Response

A band stop filter, also known as a band reject or notch filter, attenuates 
frequencies around its center frequency and lets frequencies pass that are further 
away from it.

Type! LP 6 ... BS 24
Selects the filter type. Note that there are no Band Pass or Band Stop types for 6 
dB. A 6 dB filter consists of one so-called pole, which can‘t be split in half.

Cutoff! 4.5885 Hz (D#-3) to 29834Hz (A#9)
Controls the cutoff (on low pass or high pass types) or center (on band pass or 
band stop types) frequency of the filter.

Resonance! 0% ... 110%
Controls the resonance of the filter if set to any of the 12 dB  or 24 dB filter types. 
On 6 dB filter types, this control does nothing. On band stop types, it narrows the 
stop band, which is almost inaudible.
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Drive

Drive

The Drive stage offers an overdrive effect, also known as saturation or distortion. It 
is routed behind the filter so it works on the filtered sum of all oscillator and noise 
signals. This also means that the sound of the filter resonance is affected greatly by 
the Drive stage.

Type! Light, Medium, Hard, Clip, Tube, Fuzz
Selects the Drive Type. Light, Medium and Hard are typical diode clipping 
circuitries in different strengths and symmetries. Clip is a hard clipping similar to 
that of a transistor distortion, Tube simulates a tube or valve overdrive and Fuzz 
results in a very strong distortion.

Drive! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the amount of overdrive.

Tone
Controls high-frequency attenuation of the drive signal.
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Redux

Redux

Redux is a decimator stage. It is routed behind the Drive stage and reduces the 
sample rate and bit depth of the incoming signal.

Rate! 0.5 Hz ... 44100 Hz
Reduces the outgoing sample rate of the signal. The rate can be adjusted freely, 
i.e. it is not limited to certain fractions of the original sample rate. Also, it can be 
modulated like every other continuous parameter in Stroke Machine. This allows 
you to e.g. apply 100% keytrack to it to get the typical effect of an old sampler.

Bits! 1 ... 32
Reduces the outgoing bit depth of the signal. The bit depth can be adjusted freely, 
so values of e.g. 7.24 bits are possible.
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Equalizer

Equalizer

Stroke Machine offers a two-band equalizer per voice. Please read again: per 
voice. Contrary to other electronic instruments, the equalizer in Stroke Machine is 
not placed behind the sum of all or some voices, it is part of the voice. While this 
doesn‘t make any difference when you just set it up statically, it certainly does so 
when you modulate its bands. The violet controls adjust the low band, the purple 
controls adjust the high band. Both bands offer the same parameters.

Type! Shelf, Bell
Selects the filter type of the band. A Shelf filter type looks like a normal or an 
inverted „S“ and it sounds and works similar to a low or high pass filter with 
adjustable stop band attenuation or boost. A Bell filter looks like a normal or 
inverted bell and sounds and works similar to a band pass or notch filter, again 
with variable boost or attenuation and also with variable width.

Frequency! 10 Hz ... 22050 Hz
Controls the cutoff (shelf) or center (bell) frequency of the band. The parameter is 
controlled by moving the round handle in the equalizer display horizontally. Moving 
the handle to the left results in a lower frequency of the band‘s cutoff or center 
frequency, to the right increases it.

Gain! –20 dB ... 0 dB ... +20 dB
Controls the gain boost or cut of the band. The parameter is controlled by moving 
the round handle in the equalizer display vertically. Moving the handle upwards 
increases the gain of the band, moving it downwards decreases it.

Quality! 0.707 ... 99
Controls the quality or width of the band. The parameter is controlled by moving 
the diamond-shaped handle in the equalizer display vertically. When using a bell 
type, moving the handle upwards results in a narrower band, moving it downwards 
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widens it. With the shelf type, it emphasizes or attenuates the frequency band 
around the cutoff frequency.

Amplifier

Amplifier

The Amplifier section controls the volume, stereo panning and FX routing and 
mixing of the voice. This section also gives home to the voice allocation setting.

Poly
Poly means that each voice is played normally like on a piano where you can play 
single melodies as well as chords.

Mono
Mono results in only one sounding voice, no matter how many notes you play. 
When you play a number of notes without releasing older notes and then release 
the last played note, the previous note can be heard. If you release that note, again 
the previous note can be heard and so on until you‘ve released all notes.

XOR 1 ... 3
XOR 1 ... 3 are allocation modes especially made for percussion sounds and this 
mode works over all sounds in all parts of the current kit. When a note is played, 
any other voice on any sound with the same XOR allocation setting is stopped and 
the voice of the new note sounds. This setting is used e.g. on hihat sounds where 
an open hihat sound cuts off the closed hihat sound in a different part and vice 
versa. Other typical percussion instruments might include an open and closed 
triangle, a slowly and quickly stroked guiro, a brushed and stroked snare or an 
open and muted crash cymbal. Stroke Machine offers three XOR groups so that 
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you can have an alternating hihat, a triangle and a guiro (or other sounds or 
combinations) at once in a kit. We recommend setting hihat sounds always to XOR 
1, this helps when you browse sounds and want to try out different closed and 
open hihat combinations.

Allocation! Poly, Mono, XOR 1 ... 3
Selects how the sound allocates voices when a note is played. See the sections 
above for a description of the available voice allocation modes.

Volume! -∞ dB ... 0 dB
The signal generated by the various tone generator and filter modules of Stroke 
Machine must ultimately be formed in volume to be heard. This is the job of the 
Amplifier. To do so, it needs some form of modulation input to control how a sound 
rises and decays in volume. This is achieved by Envelope 2, which is hardwired to 
Volume. Furthermore, a modulation assignment where the note velocity controls 
volume is already set up for you when you clear the sound.

Pan! Left 100 % ... Center ... Right 100 %
Controls the placement of the voice in the stereo panorama. A modulation of this 
parameter can have a range of up to 200 %. That means, if you place the voice 
fully to the left and modulate it e.g. with Envelope 1 with +100 %, the voice 
wanders from 100 % left to 100 % right and vice versa. Keep this in mind when 
you assign a bipolar modulation source like an LFO or Pitch Bend. A depth of –100 
% or +100 % would result in a signal sometimes stuck to the left or right. Reduce 
the depth slightly until you hear a nice continuous movement of the LFO or a 
change in panorama when you move the Pitch Bend from its fully down or up 
position slightly to its center position.

FX Bus! FX Bus 1 ... FX Bus 4
Selects the effect bus the voice is routed into.

FX Mix! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the mixture between the dry signal output of the voice and the wet effect 
signal output processed by one of the effect busses. A setting of 0% results in a 
completely dry signal, 50 % means that the signal is routed with equal volume into 
the effect and forwarded dry and 100 % means that no signal is sent out dry but it 
is routed into the FX Bus with full level. A setting of 100 % is recommended when 
you plan to use a Dynamic or Modulation Effect.
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LFO

LFO

A low-frequency oscillator (LFO) is used to modulate a parameter periodically. It 
usually offers the same or similar waveforms as an audio oscillator, but it doesn‘t 
produce any sound by itself, it usually oscillates in subsonic frequencies around 1 
Hz, sometimes slower, sometimes faster. It is typically used to modulate Pitch to 
create a vibrato, Volume to create a tremolo or Filter Cutoff to create an auto-
wah effect. Since Stroke Machine offers free modulation assignments, you can also 
modulate other aspects of the sound with the LFO like e.g. one of the FM Depths, 
Redux Sample Rate or the Band Frequencies of the Equalizer.

Type! Sine ... Noise
Selects the waveform the LFO generates. See the following sections for a 
description of each waveform.
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Sine

Signal
Level

Time

Sine Wave

The sine wave is an often used waveform in an LFO. You might use it to create 
vibrato, tremolo or auto-wah or other smooth modulations. For most of these 
modulations, you might also consider using the triangle wave instead of the sine 
wave, its modulations are smoother since the triangle wave doesn‘t change its 
pace during its upward or downward movement. Use Asymmetry to control the 
speed of the upward movement in relation to the downward movement.

Triangle

Signal
Level

Time

Triangle Wave

The triangle wave is the most commonly used LFO waveform. It increases and 
decreases monotonically resulting in smooth modulations. Use Asymmetry to 
control the speed of the upward movement in relation to the downward 
movement. On extreme positions, the triangle waveform generates an up- or 
downward ramp.
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Pulse and Pulse +

Signal
Level

Time

Pulse and Pulse + Wave

The Pulse and the Pulse + waveform signal alternates quickly between maximum 
and minimum (Pulse) respectively zero (Pulse +). Use the Pulse waveform for 
bipolar modulations (i.e. Pan) and the Pulse + waveform for unipolar modulations 
(i.e. Cutoff). Use Asymmetry to change the relation how long the pulse waveform 
stays at its maximum compared to its minimum. Note that with extreme positions 
there might be no audible modulation anymore.

Saw Time

Signal
Level

Time

Saw Wave

The Saw waveform creates a ramp with a downward slope and a fast upward 
change. If you want to create a modulation assignment with an upward slope, just 
apply the LFO with a negative depth. Use Asymmetry to change the speed of the 
slope in relation to the oscillation speed. When the downward slope has reached 
its minimum, it stays there until the next waveform cycle starts.
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4 Steps and 8 Steps

Signal
Level

Time

Time

4 Steps WaveTime

Signal
Level

Time

8 Steps Wave

Creates a waveform with 4 or 8 uniform steps from minimum to maximum before it 
starts again at minimum. Asymmetry controls the speed of the steps in relation to 
the oscillation speed. When the waveform has reached its maximum step, it stays 
there until the next waveform cycle starts.

Sample and Hold (S & H) Time

Signal
Level

Time

Sample & Hold
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Sample and Hold creates a random waveform with discrete jumps between each 
value. On every cycle, a new random value is calculated and held until the next 
cycle is performed.

Noise Time

Signal
Level

Time

Noise

Noise creates a random waveform with smooth changes between each value. On 
every cycle, a new random value is calculated and the waveform fades gradually to 
this value.

Clock! Off, On
Activates or deactivates the synchronization of the LFO Rate to the internal clock. 
Please note that this parameter only synchronizes the rate of the LFO, to also 
synchronize it to the note start, set Startphase accordingly, to synchronize it to 
the pattern position, use Mono and Startphase.

Rate! 0.002 Hz (Factor x1) ... 1500 Hz (Factor x3)
Controls the LFO rate or speed when Clock is off. Changes are continuously and 
Rate can be modulated. Factor can be used to change the rate to multiples of the 
adjusted Rate.

Clock Rate
Controls the LFO rate in certain clock divisions when Clock is on. See the following 
table for the available clock divisions. They are sorted starting with straight 
divisions followed by dotted divisions and finally triplets. Clock Rate can‘t be 
modulated but Factor can be used to change the rate to multiples of the adjusted 
Clock Rate.

Straight Dotted Triplet

16 12 10 2/3

8 6 5 1/3

4 3 2 2/3

2 1 1/2 1 1/3
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Straight Dotted Triplet

1 1/2. 1/1t

1/2 1/4. 1/2t

1/4 1/8. 1/4t

1/8 1/16. 1/8t

1/16 1/32. 1/16t

1/32 1/64. 1/32t

1/64 1/128. 1/64t

Factor! x1, x2, x3
Selects the multiplication factor of the adjusted Rate or Clock Rate. This allows to 
change the LFO speed quickly to double or triple speed, especially during a live 
performance. If you want to change the LFO speed between straight and triplet 
divisions (e.g. 8th and 8th-triplets), just set Clock Rate to 1/4 and change Factor 
between x2 (resulting in straight 8th) and x3 (resulting in 8th-triplets).

Mono! Off / On
If deactivated, each voice of a sound has its own LFO starting at the selected 
startphase and running with its rate. If activated, the sound appears to only have 
one LFO for all voices. The first voice of any overlapping notes determines the 
startphase and each following voice synchronizes to it.

Startphase! Random, 0° ... 360°
Controls the phase with which the LFO begins its cycle when a note is played. This 
parameter is shown in the LFO waveform display as a vertical line with a rounded 
rectangular handle at its bottom end. A dotted line means that the start phase is 
random while a solid line shows the location in the waveform where the LFO phase 
starts.

Asymmetry
Controls the asymmetry of the LFO waveform. The parameter is controlled by the 
round handle in the LFO waveform display. See the description of the individual 
waveforms for details.

Delay! 0 s ... 10 s
Controls the time before the LFO waveform is faded in or out. Depending on the 
setting of Fade, it either causes the LFO to start with maximum amplitude for the 
time set by Delay before it is faded out, or to start with zero amplitude before it is 
faded in.

Fade! Out 0 s ... 10 s, Constant, In 0 s ... 10 s
Controls the fade out or in of the LFO waveform. When set to center, the LFO 
stays at its maximum amplitude forever. When the parameter is set below center, 
the LFO waveform is faded out after the time set by Delay, when it is set above 
center, it is faded in after the time set by Delay.
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Envelope 1 and 2

Envelope 1 and 2

Envelopes are essential parts of any synthesizer. They are used to change the 
volume of a sound over time, which is essential for any sound from any acoustic or 
electronic instrument. They can also be used to control other aspects of the timbre 
over time, i.e. control Filter Cutoff, Oscillator Pitch or anything that can be 
modulated. Stroke Machine offers two envelopes per sound each working in one 
of two types:

ADSR (Attack, Decay, Sustain, Release)

Decay

Sustain

ReleaseAttack

Level

TimeNote On Note Off

ADSR envelope

If Sustain is activated on an envelope, it behaves like a typical ADSR envelope 
consisting of an Attack stage that fades the envelope from zero to its maximum 
level with the speed set by Attack when a note is played. It is followed by a Decay 
stage fading the envelope out with the speed set by Decay to the level set by the 
Sustain level where it is held. When the note is released, the Release stage fades 
the envelope out to zero with the speed set by Release. If the note is released 
before the Sustain stage is reached, the envelope just switches to the Release 
stage immediately.
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AD1BD2 (Attack, Decay 1, Breakpoint, Decay 2)

Decay 1

Break

Decay 2Attack

Level

TimeNote On Note Off is ignored

AD1BD2 envelope

If Sustain is not activated, the envelope behaves like a sometimes called one shot 
envelope, in other words, it just starts the envelope when a note is played but 
ignores the release of the note and just performs all its stages. When a note is 
played, the envelope fades in from zero to maximum with the speed set by Attack, 
followed by the first Decay stage fading the envelope out with the speed set by 
Decay 1 to the level set by Break and right afterwards it fades to zero with the 
speed set by Decay 2.

Sustain (Switch) ! Off / On
Sets the envelope type. See the section ADSR and AD1BD2 above for a thorough 
description of the two types.

Attack, Decay (1 / 2), Release! 0 s ... 20 s
Controls the time of the respective envelope stage. These parameters can both be 
adjusted by the rotary controls in the upper part of the envelope section or by 
moving one of the round handles in the envelope display horizontally.  Please note 
that a time of 0 s really means 0 s, which can result in a click.

Slope! 100 % Exp ... Lin ... 100 % Inv Exp
Controls the slope of the respective envelope stage. These parameters are 
adjusted by moving the rounded rectangular handles in the envelope display 
vertically. The slope of the stage can be changed gradually between fully 
exponential when the handle is moved fully down, to linear when the handle is in 
the center between the previous and next stage up to an inverse exponential 
shape when the handle is moved fully up. Note that the handle isn‘t displayed for 
very short envelope stages. If you want to change the slope of a very short 
envelope, just increase the respective time temporarily, adjust the slope and 
decrease it back to the previous value.

Break / Sustain! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the level of the breakpoint or sustain depending on the envelope type.
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Modulation Sequence

Modulation Sequence Control

Stroke Machine offers to record your control movements and plays them back in 
sync with the pattern. All you have to do is activate the modulation sequence on a 
sound, tap Record (●) and move as many continuos controls as you like. If you 
don‘t like the movement of a control, just double-tap it to reset it to its default value 
or hold or move the control for the length of the pattern to replace any old value 
with a new one.

You can also record all continuous parameters of the four effect busses. However, 
their movements are always smooth and they don‘t have an Active switch so they 
are always active until you remove a control movement by double-tapping the 
respective control.

Active! Off / On
Activates or deactivates the recording and playback of modulation sequences for 
the current sound. Note that you must activate it before you can record any 
movement. When you deactivate it, the last control values of the modulation 
sequence are retained.

Mode! Step / Smooth
Controls if the modulation sequence changes gradually between steps or 
immediately on each step.
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Modulation Assignment

Assign Buttons

Stroke Machine features a powerful modulation architecture. Any of the available 
modulations sources like LFO, Envelopes, MIDI Note Number, Velocity, Pitch Bend 
Wheel and so on can modulate any of the continuous sound parameters like 
Oscillator Level, Filter Cutoff, Redux Rate etc. To make assigning these modulation 
sources to destinations as easy as possible, each modulation source sports a so-
called Assign button. The Assign buttons for the internal modulation sources like 
the LFO and the envelopes is located in the upper right corner of its section, while 
the further available sources are collected in a dedicated section called Assign. For 
ease of understanding, we call them all just Assign buttons.

You can think of this modulation assignment as connecting a patch cable from the 
output of the modulation source to the input of the destination parameter, with the 
added functionality of being able to control its modulation depth. The formula for 
this is like this:

destination = source x depth

However, just assigning one modulation source to a destination is often not 
enough. Imagine controlling a pitch vibrato by the modulation wheel. For this to 
work, you need two modulation sources, where one controls the depth of the 
other, in this case the LFO controlled in depth by the Modulation Wheel. Stroke 
Machine certainly offers this as well. Internally, this results in a multiplication 
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between the two sources, so it doesn‘t matter which Assign button is pressed first. 
Mathematically it looks like this:

destination = source1 x source2 x depth

You are not restricted to modulate a parameter by only one modulation source (or 
the aforementioned two multiplied sources). You can assign as many modulation 
sources as you like to any parameter. A typical example is modulating Filter Cutoff 
by an envelope plus letting it follow the played note, so that higher notes have a 
brighter sound than lower notes. Or, modulating the Oscillator Pitch of a melodic 
sound by both the played note (since you want to play a sound melodically) and 
adding some vibrato to it. The only limitation is that you cannot assign more than 
99 modulations per sound but Stroke Machine reminds you politely if this unlikely 
situation is about to ever occur.

You can even modulate parameter values of other modulation sources, like 
changing the decay phase of the envelopes by keytrack resulting in shorter decays 
when playing higher notes. Just let your imagination go crazy.

As soon as you press one of the Assign buttons, the view changes slightly and the 
selected Assign button pulsates. All continuous parameter controls are now 
bipolar, which means that you can modulate each parameter in either direction. 
You might use this to e.g. apply a positive modulation of Envelope 1 to Filter Cutoff 
but a negative one to Oscillator 1 Pitch. Non-continuous parameters like switches 
or selection buttons are disabled.

‣ To assign a modulation source to a continuous parameter, tap one of the 
Assign buttons and turn the destination control to the desired amount.

‣ To assign a modulation source that is controlled in depth by another 
modulation source, tap another Assign button and turn the destination control 
to the desired amount.

‣ To remove an assignment, tap the respective Assign button and double-tap the 
respective depth control. This also removes any modulation sequence applied 
to this depth control.

‣ To get back to the normal parameter view, tap the Assign button or both 
Assign buttons again.

✎ Please note that some combinations of modulation sources and destination 
parameters are less audible than others or even inaudible. E.g., modulating 
the Oscillator Startphase parameter by an Envelope always results in the 
same behavior, since the Envelope always starts at 0 while Startphase, as 
its name already says, only affects the start phase of the Oscillator and 
doesn‘t do anything afterwards.

Modulation Sources
LFO
The LFO generates a mostly bipolar modulation signal that can be used to e.g. 
create pitch vibrato, volume tremolo or filter wah-wah, besides other uses. As 
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already mentioned, its output is mostly bipolar, meaning it changes the destination 
parameter value into its positive as well as its negative direction. This means that 
the original value you set for that parameter is the center of the resulting 
modulation. The only exception is the LFO waveform Pulse+, which alternates 
between positive maximum and zero rather than positive and negative maximum, 
as its sibling, the Pulse waveform does.

Envelope 1 and 2
The envelopes generate a unipolar modulation signal that can be used to change 
the pitch of the attack phase of a sound, sweep the filter, change the level of one 
of the oscillators or the noise generator etc. Envelope 2 is always routed to the 
output level of the voice but it can be used for other modulations as well.

Velocity (Vel)
The keyboard velocity. On almost all MIDI keyboards, hitting keys soft or hard 
results in MIDI notes with different velocities between 1 and 127 (0 is never sent on 
note on messages as it means „interpret this note as note off“ in the MIDI world). 
This is the same behavior as on a piano where harder played keys sound louder 
and brighter than softer played keys. You can use Velocity to change any 
parameter directly, but typically, as found on most hardware synthesizers, you 
might use it to control the depth of the LFO or one of the envelopes modulating a 
certain parameter. For example, modulating Filter Cutoff is usually not performed 
directly by Velocity, but an envelope (say Envelope 1) is applied to it controlled by 
Velocity, maybe accompanied by some additional modulation without Velocity. Just 
think again of a piano: the harder you strike a key, the more brilliant is the attack 
phase, but the final decay of the piano is almost as dull as when you stroke the key 
softly.

There is one exception to the above: when you apply Velocity to Amplifier Volume, 
you don‘t need to activate the Envelope 2 Assign button, this is done internally 
anyway. Otherwise, the voice would sound infinitely since the Velocity modulation 
would have been added to the output volume.

You can also use Velocity to modulate parameter values of other modulation 
sources, e.g. modulate Envelope 2 Attack with a negative value to create a sharper 
attack phase the harder you play a key or reduce the LFO Fade time to let a 
vibrato come in faster the harder you play.

Random Value 1 to 4 (Rnd 1 ... 4)
Upon playing a note, Stroke Machine generates 4 random values for this voice that 
you can use to create slight deviations resulting e.g. in a livelier sound. These 
values are held as long as the voice plays, so these Random Values are 4 simple 
sample&hold modules with random input. Old analog synthesizers, for example, 
always sounded a little out of tune or had slightly differently calibrated filter circuits 
so that the same note played in repetition always sounded a little different. With 
these modulation sources you can mimic this behavior. Just assign one of these 
Random Values to Oscillator 1 Pitch, another to Oscillator 2 Pitch and maybe a 
third one to Filter Cutoff, all with some small but different depth setting. You can 
also use stronger depth settings to create typical sample&hold effects.
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Keytrack (Key, Only Melodic Sounds)
Each key on a MIDI keyboard has a certain note number. Low notes have low 
numbers while high notes have high numbers. Stroke Machine converts this note 
number into a bipolar modulation source with MIDI note C3 (MIDI note #60) as 
center, i.e. where no modulation occurs. Lower notes result in a negative 
modulation while higher notes result in a positive one. Keytrack is applied to 
Oscillator Pitch on melodic sounds by default to allow sounds to be played 
melodically (but you can certainly change this setting). Use Keytrack on other 
parameters as well, for example Filter Cutoff to make higher notes sound brighter 
or envelope Decay or Release to shorten the sound slightly on higher notes. 
Another interesting modulation assignment is Redux Rate, especially with samples, 
to create low-fi sounds reminding of early samplers of the 80‘s. All parameters that 
control more or less some kind of pitch, like Cutoff, Transient Generator Speed, 
Redux Rate and certainly Oscillator Pitch can be played perfectly chromatically 
when the modulation depth is at maximum.

Pitch Bend (Bend, only melodic sounds)
The Pitch Bend wheel or some similar control found on most MIDI keyboards. 
Most of the time it has a spring attached to it to reset the wheel to its center 
position automatically when no force is applied to it. Pitch Bend is a bipolar 
modulation source. Use Pitch Bend typically to change the Oscillator Pitch slightly 
for bent notes or manually generated vibrato, or modulate Filter Cutoff to brighten 
or dampen a sound.

Modulation Wheel (Wheel, only melodic sounds)
The Modulation wheel is another control found on most MIDI keyboards right 
beside the Pitch Bend wheel. Sometimes its integrated into the Pitch Bend wheel, 
e.g. as a pressure sensor or part of the joystick. It‘s a unipolar modulation source 
and, depending on the keyboard manufacturer, the control stays at the position 
where it has been set to or moves back to a zero position when no force is applied 
to it. Use the modulation wheel to blend in modulations, as the name implies, like a 
pitch vibrato, by pressing both Assign in the LFO section and Wheel in the Assign 
section, followed by adjusting the Oscillator Pitch modulation depth. You can 
also use it to control other aspects of a sound, e.g. fade in the Ring Modulator, 
increase Drive or change the FX Mix.
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Sound Information and Browser Page
The Sound Information and Browser Page allows to view and edit information of 
the current Sound as well as to load or write Sounds. Since Sounds are stored in 
the current Kit, you don‘t need to write individual Sounds unless you plan to use a 
Sound in a different Kit. You might even want to create a library of Sounds that you 
use regularly to assemble them in various Kits.

Sound Information and Browser Page

‣ Tap this button to switch to the Sound Information and Browser Page:

Sound Information and Browser Page Button
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Sound Information

Sound Information

Name
The name of the current Sound. Tap into the field to edit it.

Rating! No star, 1 ... 5 stars
Rate the Sound by giving it 0 to 5 stars.

Author
The name of the author of the current Sound. Tap into the field to edit it. On the 
global page you can define a standard author name that is automatically used 
whenever you initialize a sound with Clear.
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Style
The style of the current Sound. Tap into the field to edit it.

Comment
Additional comments you would like to set. Tap into the field to edit it.

Copy
Copies the current Sound to the internal clipboard. It does not copy the sequence.

Paste
Pastes the Sound in the clipboard into the current Part. The old Sound of this Part 
is replaced. It does not replace the sequence of the Part.

Clear
Clears the current Sound. This does not clear the sequence of the Part.

Write
Writes the current Sound into the last selected Sound folder with the name you 
have given it. If the Sound doesn‘t have a name, Stroke Machine gives it a nice 
name by itself. If the selected folder already contains a Sound with the same name, 
Stroke Machine asks you if you want to replace the Sound, write the Sound under 
the same name but with a unique number appended to it or if you want to cancel 
the Write operation.

✎ You can only write Sounds into the library „My Sounds“ or a sub folder of it. 
The library „Preset Sounds“, which contains the Sounds that come with 
Stroke Machine, cannot be changed. But nothing prevents you from loading 
a preset Sound and write a modified version of it into your personal library.

Sound Browser
The Sound Browser gives access to the preset Sounds that come with Stroke 
Machine and the Sounds you create. You can write as many Sounds as you like, 
create folders to organize your Sound library and delete Sounds you don‘t need.
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Sound Browser

✎ Some operations described in this section may replace the current Sound. 
Please save the current Sound if you want to keep it before you perform any 
of the following operations.

Select a Sound
A Sound is displayed as a row with its name in the Sound Browser and some 
additional information like style, author, last modification date and rating.

‣ Tap a Sound to load it into the current Part. The old Sound of this Part is 
replaced.

Navigate into a Folder
A folder is displayed with its name and a right-facing open triangle on the right of 
the list. When writing a Sound, the last selected folder of your personal library „My 
Sounds“ is used as the destination. If you had selected a folder of the „Preset 
Sounds“ library, the Sound is written into „My Sounds“.

‣ Tap the folder to view its contents. The folder name is displayed in the center of 
the list header.
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Navigate one Level up
If you navigated into the „Preset Sounds“ or „My Sounds“ library or any sub folder, 
the list header shows the parent Folder on its left side with a left-facing open 
triangle.

‣ Tap the parent Folder name to navigate one level up.

Create a new Folder
If you navigate into „My Sounds“, you can create folders and sub folders. You 
cannot create folders in „Preset Sounds“.

‣ Tap Plus (+) on the right side of the list header. A new folder is created and the 
alphanumeric keyboard appears.

‣ Type in a name for the folder.

‣ Tap Return to close the keyboard and rename the folder. If a folder with this 
name already exists, Stroke Machine automatically appends a unique number 
behind the name.

Delete a Sound or Folder
Sometimes you want to delete a Sound or a folder in your personal library „My 
Sounds“ that you don‘t need anymore.

‣ Tap Minus (–) on the right side of the Sound or folder. The minus symbol 
rotates by 90° to a „vertical Minus“ ( | ).

‣ Tap the vertical Minus to ultimately delete the Sound or folder.

✎ Be careful when you delete a folder. All Sounds and sub folders with Sounds 
in it are deleted as well. They are gone. Forever.
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Kit Information and Browser Page
The Kit Information and Browser Page allows you to view and edit information of 
the current Kit as well as to load or write Kits.

Kit Information and Browser Page
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Kit Information

Kit Information

Name
The name of the current kit. Tap into the field to edit it.

Rating! No star, 1 ... 5 stars
You can rate your own kits by giving them 0 to 5 stars. Don‘t forget to write the kit 
to save your rating.

Author
The name of the author of the current kit. Tap into the field to edit it. When you 
have filled-in the Author field on the Global Page with your name, this field is 
automatically filled with it when you Clear the Kit.
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Style
The style of the current kit. Tap into the field to edit it.

Comment
Additional comments you would like to set. Tap into the field to edit it.

Clear
Clears the current Kit. This also clears all current Sounds and the current Pattern.

Write
Writes the current kit into the last selected kit folder with the Name you have given 
it. If the kit doesn‘t have a name, Stroke Machine gives it a nice name by itself. If 
the selected folder already contains a kit by this name, Stroke Machine asks you if 
you want to replace the kit on disk, write the kit under the same name but with a 
unique number appended to it or if you want to cancel the write operation.

Kit Browser
The Kit Browser gives access to the preset Kits that come with Stroke Machine 
and the Kits you create. You can write as many Kits as you like, create folders to 
organize your Kit library and delete Kits you don‘t need.
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Kit Browser

✎ The operations described in this section might replace the current Kit. 
Please save the current Kit if you want to keep it before you perform any of 
the following operations.

Select a Kit
A Kit is displayed as a row with its name in the Kit Browser with some additional 
information like style, author, last modification date and rating.

‣ Tap a Kit to load it. The old Kit in memory is replaced.

Navigate into a Folder
A folder is displayed with its name and a right-facing open triangle on the right of 
the list. When writing a Kit, the last selected folder of your personal library „My Kits“ 
is used as the destination. If you had selected a folder of the „Preset Kits“ library, 
the Kit is written into „My Kits“.

‣ Tap the folder to view its contents. The folder name is displayed in the center of 
the list header.
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Navigate one Level up
If you navigated into the „Preset Kits“ or „My Kits“ library or any sub folder, the list 
header shows the parent Folder on its left side with a left-facing open triangle.

‣ Tap the parent Folder name to navigate one level up.

Create a new Folder
If you navigate into „My Kits“, you can create folders and sub folders. You cannot 
create folders in „Preset Kits“.

‣ Tap Plus (+) on the right side of the list header. A new folder is created and the 
alphanumeric keyboard appears.

‣ Type in a name for the folder.

‣ Tap Return to close the keyboard and rename the folder. If a folder with this 
name already exists, Stroke Machine automatically appends a unique number 
behind the name.

Delete a Kit or Folder
Sometimes you want to delete a Kit or a folder in your personal library „My Kits“ 
that you don‘t need anymore.

‣ Tap Minus (–) on the right side of the Kit or folder. The minus symbol rotates by 
90° to a „vertical Minus“ ( | ).

‣ Tap the vertical Minus to ultimately delete the Kit or folder.

✎ Be careful when you delete a folder. All Kits and sub folders with Kits in it are 
deleted as well. They are gone. Forever.
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FX Page
The FX Page shows the effect parameters for the four effect busses. Each effect 
bus consists of four effects: two dynamic effects, a modulation effect and a space 
effect.

FX Page

‣ Tap this button to switch to the FX Page:

FX Page Button

Dynamic Effects
The Dynamic Effects section contains two effects: a Sum Drive and a Compressor. 
Both are activated at once.
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Dynamic Effects

Active! Off / On
Activates the Dynamic Effects section.

Sum Drive
The Sum Drive stage offers an overdrive effect, also known as saturation or 
distortion. It affects the sum of all voices routed into this effect bus, which creates 
a different distortion depending on the number of voices you play due to 
intermodulation.

Type! Light, Medium, Hard, Clip, Tube, Fuzz
Selects the Drive Type. Light, Medium and Hard are typical diode clipping 
circuitries in different strengths and symmetries. Clip is a hard clipping similar to 
that of a transistor distortion, Tube simulates a tube or valve overdrive and Fuzz 
results in a very strong distortion.

Drive! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the amount of overdrive.

Tone
Controls high-frequency attenuation of the drive signal.

Compressor
The Compressor reduces signals which exceed a certain Threshold level in 
volume by an adjustable Ratio. The speed of this level reduction is controlled by 
Attack, when the signal starts to exceed the threshold, and Release, when it 
drops below the threshold again. When you set its parameters to extreme values, 
the signal might start to „pump“, so use your ears to set the values properly. This 
pumping might even be wanted, so use it at your likeness. However, extremely 
short Attack or Release settings might create audible noise in the signal, which 
happens because the compressor changes its settings far in the audio range 
rather than creating a smooth envelope.
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Threshold! –60 dB ... 0 dB
Sets the threshold above which the Compressor starts to reduce the signal level.

Attack! 0.1 ms ... 100 ms
Sets the speed of the level reduction when the signal exceeds the Threshold level.

Release! 1 ms ... 1000 ms
Sets the speed of the return to normal level when the signal drops below the 
Threshold level again.

Gain! –20 dB ... 0 dB ... + 20 dB
Sets an input gain offset. Sometimes, the input signal is a little bit too low or loud, 
which you can change with Gain.

Ratio! 1:1 ... 1:100
Sets the compression ratio. 1:1 means that no compression takes place, while 
higher values result in an increasingly stronger compression.

Make-up! –20 dB ... 0 dB ... + 20 dB
Sets the output gain offset. A compressor reduces loud signals and Make-up 
allows you to boost up this reduction back to a nice level.

Modulation Effect
The Modulation Effect section consists of various Chorus, Phaser, or Filter types. 
All these effect types have a couple of things in common: they like to modulate or 
being modulated, they change the signal without adding a long signal tail, and they 
work best with a fix dry to wet signal ratio. Therefore, this section doesn‘t offer a 
Mix parameter.

Modulation Effect showing Chorus 2
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Active
Activates the Modulation Effect section.

Type
Selects one of the types described in the following sections.

Chorus 2 / 4 / 6
The Chorus multiplies the signal by generating delayed copies of it and slightly 
modulating the speed with which these delayed signals are played back resulting in 
a detune effect. The signal then sounds like an ensemble or, as the name says, a 
chorus. Stroke Machine offers three chorus types with either 2, 4 or 6 independent 
delay lines, where half of them is routed to the left input and output and the other 
to the right input and output. Speed and Depth work hand in hand in Stroke 
Machine: when you increase Speed, Stroke Machine automatically decreases the 
depth in the chorus so that the detune effect stays the same. If you want to 
change the detune, adjust Depth.

Speed! 0.01 Hz ... 100 Hz
Controls the basic modulation speed. When using Chorus 4 or Chorus 6, the 3rd 
and all following delays are modulated with a slightly higher or lower speed, 
depending on the setting of Spread.

Depth! 0 % ... 100 %
Adjusts the strength of the modulation, resulting in the detune effect. When using 
Chorus 4 or Chorus 6, the depths of the 3rd and all following delays are slightly 
longer or shorter.

Spread! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the deviation of the various delays. When Spread is set to full left, all 
modulations happen in sync albeit the 3rd and following stages are offset in phase 
to let the chorus still sound rich when using Chorus 4 or Chorus 6. When you 
increase Spread, the delay deviations are increasingly stronger.

Feedback! –100 % ... 0% ... +100 %
Controls the level of the signal that is fed back into the chorus. With a small setting 
of Delay and Depth and a high positive or negative setting of Feedback you can 
create a typical flanger effect, especially with Chorus 2.

Delay! 0 s ... 0.1 s
Sets the minimum delay length. For a chorus effect, you typically increase it to 
around a tenth of its value range, for a flanger effect, you would set it to 0. The rest 
of the value range is just for your pleasure.

Phaser 4 / 8 / 12
The Phaser creates 4, 8 or 12 phase-shifted signal copies creating equally spaced 
peaks and dips in the frequency spectrum. These phase-shifters are modulated in 
a way that a sweeping effect is created.

Speed! 0.01 Hz ... 100 Hz
Controls the modulation speed.
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Depth! 0 % ... 100 %
Sets the depth of the modulation.

Spread
Controls the deviation between the left and right stereo side.

Spacing! 0 % ... 100 %
Controls the relative frequencies of the phase shifters. This spreads the peaks and 
dips in the frequency spectrum.

Feedback! –100 % ... 0 % ... +100%
Controls the level of the signal that is fed back into the phaser.

Center! 7.7 Hz ... 12544 Hz
Sets the center frequency of the phaser. Note that Depth and Spacing both 
influence the resulting frequencies of the phase shifters.

Filter
The Sum Filter stage filters the sum of all voices routed into this effect bus. See 
the section Filter for a thorough description of the various filter types.

Type! LP 12 ... BS 24
Selects the filter type.

Cutoff! 4.5885 Hz (D#-3) to 29834Hz (A#9)
Controls the cutoff (on low pass or high pass types) or center (on band pass or 
band stop types) frequency of the filter.

Resonance! 0% ... 110%
Controls the resonance of the filter if set to any of the 12 dB  or 24 dB filter types. 
On 6 dB filter types, this control does nothing. On band stop types, it narrows the 
stop band, which is almost inaudible.

Space Effect
The Space Effect section offers various delay and reverb effects.

Space Effect showing the Non-linear Reverb
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Active
Activates the Space Effect.

Type
Selects the Space Effect Type. See the following sections for a thorough 
description of each type.

Mix
Adjusts the relation between the dry signal at the full left to the wet effect signal at 
the full right.

Delay / Clocked Delay
Stroke Machine offers a time-based and a clock-based stereo modulation delay. 
Stereo means that the left and the right signals are processed independently, while 
modulation means that the Delay can slightly or heavily detune its output 
periodically making the signal richer or creating special effects.

Time (only Delay)! 0 ms ... 1000 ms
Sets the delay time in milliseconds.

Clock (only Clocked Delay)
Sets the delay time in clock divisions synchronized to the current tempo. Note that 
the parameter values are sorted differently compared to the LFO Clock Rate. 
Here, moving the finger down results in shorter clock divisions while moving it up 
results in longer clock divisions. Also, the clock divisions are sorted from left to 
right and then top to bottom in the following table.

Straight Dotted Triplet

1 1/2. 1/1t

1/2 1/4. 1/2t

1/4 1/8. 1/4t

1/8 1/16. 1/8t

1/16 1/32. 1/16t

1/32 1/64. 1/32t

1/64 1/128. 1/64t

Feedback! –100 % ... 0 % ... +100 %
Controls the level of the signal that is fed back into the delay.

Spread! –100 % ... 0 % ... +100 %
Adjusts the relative time of the first repetition compared to the delay length. A value 
of 0 % means that the delay of both stereo sides produce their first repetition at the 
same time while smaller values result in the left side repeating first and larger 
values result in the right side repeating first. This allows you to create ping-pong 
delays. E.g., when setting Clock to 1/4 and Spread to –50 % you get an 1/8 ping 
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pong delay. Other interesting Spread percentages are ±33 % for triplets or ±50 % 
for dotted notes, provided that Clock is set to a straight value. If Clock is set to a 
dotted value, you would, for example, set Spread to ±33 % to have one of the 
repetitions straight. Also interesting are only slight deviations from 0 %, creating 
deeper delays. Sounds complicated, but offers a lot of fun.

Mod Speed! 0.01 Hz ... 100 Hz
Controls the modulation speed.

Mod Depth! 0 % ... 100 %
Adjusts the strength of the modulation, resulting in a detune effect.

Low Cut
Removes low frequencies before the signal enters the delay stage so that the first 
repetition is already filtered.

High Cut
Removes high frequencies before the signal enters the delay stage so that the first 
repetition is already filtered.

Low Damp
Removes low frequencies in the feedback stage of the delay meaning that each 
repetition has less and less low frequencies.

High Damp
Removes high frequencies in the feedback stage of the delay meaning that each 
repetition has less and less high frequencies.

Reverb
Stroke Machine features high-quality reverb algorithms in different flavors. They all 
share common parameters with the exception of the Non-linear reverb which 
misses some parameters but adds others in turn.

Predelay
Sets the delay before the signal enters the reverb stage. Typically you set it to 
around a hundredth to a tenth of the reverb Time. Predelay strongly affects the 
perceived size of the reverb effect since it controls the time until the first reflection 
is generated.

Time
Sets the time the reverb needs to decay. 

Density
Controls the initial density of the reverb. Lower values result in audible early 
reflections while higher values produce a dense reverb start.

Diffusion (all types except Non-linear Reverb)
Controls the density or diffusion of the reverb the longer it sounds. Lower values 
result in more audible individual reflections while higher values result in a dense 
reverb tail. Note that even a setting of 0 will still create a reverb becoming more 
and more diffuse.
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Low Cut
Removes low frequencies before the signal enters the reverb stage so that the 
reverb sound is filtered.

High Cut
Removes high frequencies before the signal enters the reverb stage so that the 
reverb sound is filtered.

Low Damp (all types except Non-linear Reverb)
Removes low frequencies in the feedback stage of the reverb meaning that the low 
frequencies are dampened over time. 

High Damp (all types except Non-linear Reverb)
Removes high frequencies in the feedback stage of the reverb meaning that the 
high frequencies are dampened over time.

Slope (only Non-linear Reverb)
Controls the slope of the non-linear reverb. Setting it to center results in a typical 
gated reverb where the reverb sound stays equally loud before it is cut off abruptly. 
Lower values let the reverb decay slightly while higher values result in an inverse 
reverb which gets louder over its time.

Low Cut 2 (only Non-linear Reverb)
This is a second Low Cut filter to create a steeper filter slope or for fine-tuning. The 
non-linear reverb algorithm doesn‘t have any internal feedback and therefore 
doesn‘t provide a damping stage.

High Cut 2 (only Non-linear Reverb)
This is a second High Cut filter. Removes high frequencies before the signal enters 
the reverb stage so that the reverb sound is filtered.

Chamber / Room / Stage / Hall
These are four reverb algorithms simulating the reverberation that occurs in natural 
rooms. The names suggest the basic size of the simulated room although you can 
create artificially sounding rooms by changing the reverb time to unnatural values. 
Typical reverb times for the different rooms are:

Chamber: 0 s ... 0.65 s

Room: 0.5 s ... 1.5 s

Stage: 1.2 s ... 3.5 s

Hall: 3 s ... 10 s

Small / Medium / Large Plate
These algorithms simulate a reverb plate. In the late 50‘s, the German company 
EMT (Elektro-Mess-Technik) introduced huge steel plates fitted with a loudspeaker 
and a microphone. A signal would be sent to the loudspeaker and recorded by the 
microphone including the vibrations the steel plate generated resulting in a smooth 
but slightly artificial sounding reverb. These plate reverbs and their digital 
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simulations are suited well for drum and percussion sounds due to their dense 
initial reflections. Typical times for the different plate sizes are:

Small Plate: 0 s ... 1.2 s

Medium Plate: 0.5 s ... 2.5 s

Large Plate: 1.5 s ... 3.5 s

Non-Linear
The non-linear reverb algorithm in Stroke Machine generates typical gated reverb 
effects (although it works completely differently) or inverse reverbs. Since it doesn‘t 
has an internal feedback it must produce the whole reverb in one turn to create the 
gate effect. This means that longer reverb times sound less dense than shorter 
ones. If the reverb starts to sound not dense enough, you might try to increase the 
Decay of the sound, maybe a snare drum, by a little to smooth it out.
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Global Page

Global Page

Author
Your name in here. This name is set in the Author field when you Clear a Sound or 
Kit.

Background Audio
Activate or deactivate playback when Stroke Machine is in the background. When 
activated, Stroke Machine continues playing even when you switch to a different 
app or the home screen. It also prevents that the iPad falls to sleep when the app 
is in the foreground and Stroke Machine is playing.

✎ This feature might reduce battery time since the iPad doesn‘t fall asleep. 
However, you certainly want to activate Background Audio anyway to 
prevent interruptions in your performance or workflow.

Control Mode
Selects Circular or Linear control mode. If set to Circular, you change a value of a 
rotary control by tapping on it and moving your finger in a circular motion around 
the control. You don‘t need to stay inside the control bounds, though, you have the 
whole screen to fine-tune the value. If set to Linear, rotary controls behave like 
value display controls. Moving the finger up or right increases a value, moving it left 
or down decreases it.
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Master Tune! 400.0 Hz ... 440.0 Hz ... 500.0 Hz
Sets the master tune in Hertz. The standard tuning is 440.0 Hz.

WIST
Activates WIST. Upon activation, Stroke Machine tries to find other WIST devices 
via Wi-Fi. You can cancel this operation if no other WIST device can be found or if 
you don‘t want to use WIST.

Metronome
Activates or deactivates the Metronome. A bar has a high Metronome click, beats 
have lower Metronome clicks. Please note that the Metronome only works while 
Record is active.

Metronome Volume
Sets the volume of the Metronome click.

Recordings Browser
Shows all the recordings you have performed with Bounce Pattern or Bounce 
Performance. Currently, you need to transfer these recordings to your computer 
to listen to them or perform further editing on them. If you don‘t need a recording 
anymore, you can delete it.
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File Sharing with iTunes
Stroke Machine allows to save your Kits, Sounds, Samples and Recordings on 
your computer. You can also upload Kits, Sounds and Samples to Stroke Machine. 
However, you cannot upload Recordings. Saving and uploading of files is done 
with the File Sharing functionality in iTunes.

Getting files from your iPad onto your computer
‣ Open iTunes and locate your iPad.

‣ Go to the "Apps" tab and scroll down to the file sharing section.

‣ Select "Stroke Machine" in the left list of apps that support file sharing.

‣ Select the folder you want to save on your computer in the right list.

‣ Click on "Save as ..." and select an appropriate destination folder.

The folder you saved contains all data of this type, either Kits, Sounds, Samples or 
Recordings.

Getting files from your computer into Stroke Machine
Uploading files to Stroke Machine is a little different. Unfortunately, iTunes File 
Sharing doesn‘t allow to upload whole folders, it only allows to upload files. Stroke 
Machine looks at the file extension and content of the file to decide into which of its 
folders it moves the file. Kits and Sounds are moved into the respective folders and 
audio files of type .wav (Microsoft WAVE file) and .aiff (Audio Interchange File 
Format) are moved into the Samples folder.

‣ Open iTunes and locate your iPad.

‣ Go to the "Apps" tab and scroll down to the file sharing section.

‣ Select "Stroke Machine" in the left list of apps that support file sharing.

‣ Drag and drop the file from the file manager of your operating system to the 
right list or select „Add ...“ and select the file in the dialog box.

The file should now be placed by Stroke Machine into the appropriate folder. 
Check the respective browser in Stroke Machine if it has been moved to the right 
place.

✎ Sometimes Stroke Machine seems to be too fast in trying to move the file 
and fails. The file is then still located in the top level folder of Stroke 
Machine. If that happens, close Stroke Machine and open it again. Stroke 
Machine then tries to move the file again to the right folder.
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Technical Data
All data is subject to change without notice.

Overview
• 12 drum and percussion sound parts
• 12 melodic sound parts
• number of voices only limited by CPU
• 4 multi-effect busses
• pattern with up to 8 bars and 16th resolution, bar nominator and denominator 

freely adjustable
• swing
• modulation sequencer for smooth or quantized automation of each continuous 

sound and bus parameter
• 128 patterns including all sounds in direct access
• track solo and mute
• sample import
• audio export of a pattern or the whole performance
• AudioBus support
• WIST support

Per voice
• 2 oscillators with waveforms sine, triangle, sawtooth, pulse with pulse width 

modulation
• sine waveforms can be changed in slope, symmetry and saturation for additional 

overtones
• sample playback
• frequency modulation of each oscillator by white noise and oscillator 1 by 

oscillator 2
• ring modulation
• noise generator with white and pink noise, variable density and multimode filter
• transient generator with crack, rattle, spike, click and thump generators
• multimode filter with 6 dB low or high pass, 12 dB and 24 dB low, band or high 

pass and band stop
• drive stage with light, medium, hard, clip, tube and fuzz overdrive and tone 

control
• redux stage (decimator) with sample rate and bit reduction
• fully parametric two-band equalizer with shelf and band types
• glide generator with portamento and glissando for melodic sounds
• voice allocation poly, mono and 3 alternate groups
• 1 LFO with waveforms sine, triangle, pulse, positive pulse, sawtooth, 4 step 

ramp, 8 step ramp, sample & hold, random, rate synchronizable to clock
• 2 Envelopes with (ADSR) or without (2 decay stages with breakpoint) sustain and 

variable slope for each stage
• modulation sources LFO, envelope 1 and 2, velocity, note number, 4 random 

generators, pitch bend and modulation wheel
• any continuous parameter can be modulated
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• voice mixed into one of four effect busses

Per effect bus
• sum drive stage with various types and tone filter
• compressor
• modulation effect with 2 to 6 stage chorus, 4 to 12 stage phaser or multimode 

filter
• space effect with stereo modulation delay, synchronizable to clock, natural, plate, 

or non-linear reverb

Minimum requirement: iOS 6.0
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Product Support
If you have any questions, please contact us by email:

support@frankemusic.de

Franke Music
Rheinstr. 194
56235 Ransbach-Baumbach
Germany
http://www.frankemusic.de or http://www.frankemusic.com

Revision 2

© 2013 Franke Music. All rights reserved.
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